Understanding HSUS

A Guide to the World’s Richest Animal Rights Group
1. The Humane Society of the United States is a “humane society” in name only.
U
 nlike the “humane societies” in thousands of American cities and towns, HSUS doesn’t care
for dogs and cats, or place them for adoption. HSUS is not an umbrella group for pet shelters: In
2008 and 2009, HSUS shared less than one percent of its budget with them. In fact, it’s not affiliated with a single pet shelter anywhere in the world.
2. “Animal welfare” and “animal rights” are two very different ideas.
M
 ost people are in favor of animal welfare. They want animals to be treated humanely. But they
also accept the fact that some animals are raised to provide food, some are kept as pets, some
are used in research that seeks to cure cancer and AIDS, and others are an important part of
sports, entertainment, and education. A very tiny minority of Americans, however, believe in
animal rights. They want to eliminate every human interaction with animals, without exception.
Animal rights activists believe insects and babies are morally equivalent—and that since “animals
are people too,” no man, woman, or child should benefit from the use of animals.
3. The primary difference between PETA and HSUS is that PETA is honest about its beliefs.
P
 ETA spells out its goal of “total animal liberation” right on its website. But most Americans don’t
understand that HSUS shares the very same agenda. In its 1980 annual meeting, HSUS formally
resolved to pursue the “establishment of the rights of all animals within the full range of American life and culture” [emphasis added]. Most of HSUS’s current leaders come from the animal
rights school of thought. Many of them are former PETA employees.
4. PETA is increasingly irrelevant; its main purpose is to make HSUS appear moderate
by comparison.
If PETA didn’t exist, most of HSUS’s goals would be (correctly) seen as quite radical. But PETA
routinely throws red paint, attacks politicians with pies, and parades its naked interns on street
corners—allowing HSUS to promote the same extreme agenda as PETA while appearing comparatively reasonable.
5. HSUS’s CEO is an outsider, not a stakeholder, in how farm animals are cared for.
L ike the leaders of other animal rights groups, HSUS top dog Wayne Pacelle is a strict vegan. He
has sworn that he will never eat meat, eggs, or dairy foods. But unlike labor union negotiators,
who have a strong interest in making sure their corporate adversaries stay in business, Pacelle’s
main goal is to completely shut down entire sectors of the American economy—including animal
agriculture, pet stores, shooting sports, the fur trade, in vivo biomedical research, zoos,
and aquariums.
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6. Many Americans are in an endless war with HSUS—even those who don’t want to be.
H
 SUS will keep attacking American farmers and ranchers, hunters and fishermen, pet owners,
biomedical research scientists, zookeepers, and many others because it has no reason to stop. On
the contrary, HSUS funded its employee pension plan to the tune of $11 million during the first
six years of Wayne Pacelle’s presidency: The group is training a new generation of young leaders
who plan to be agitating long enough to collect these benefits when they retire.
7. A
 braham Lincoln was right: “Public opinion is everything.”
Less than 1 percent of Americans are vegan, but 83 percent have a favorable opinion of HSUS.
This high public-approval rating has come about only because HSUS’s leaders intentionally deceive the public about their goals and intentions.
8. A
 ll conventional wisdom is flexible, but there is no such thing as a “public-opinion tooth fairy.”
If more Americans understood what HSUS really is, what it does, and what its leaders want, the
group’s public approval rating would be a fraction of what it is today. But making that happen will
require people who care about the outcome to roll up their sleeves and actually do something.
The documented facts at HumaneWatch.org are powerful ammunition, but loading the cannons
and firing them is up to you.

To learn more, visit www.HumaneWatch.org
and Facebook.com/HumaneWatch
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